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        A Page in a Book
Celebrating the Superhero in Your Kid
Using their unfettered imagination, children often transform themselves into their favorite 
heroic figures. They insist on wearing a cape to the grocery store. Some will only answer 
when addressed by their crime-fighting alias. Many will turn the simplest action into flashy 
and dramatic demonstrations of super-strength or agility. Heroic pretend-play is a com-
pletely natural way for kids to empower themselves by adopting the strengths of larger-
than-life figures. In addition to building their self-esteem, recent studies show that children 
pretending to be superheroes tend to exhibit better self-control and persistence. The 
following titles celebrate the spirit of kids who use their heroic passion to help others.

Jinx and the Doom Fight Crime
by Lisa Mantchev, Illustrated by Samantha Cotterill (Simon & Schuster)
They used to fight each other. But when Jinx and her little brother ‘the Doom’ discover the power 
of joining forces against the greater enemy, their duo dynamic is a household force to be reck-
oned with. Neither enemies sprung from their fertile imaginations nor missions from headquarters 
(Mom) are too tough for this pair of heroes to tackle. Featuring characteristics that define good 
behavior, this title highlights ways to be heroic helpers around the house. Packed with all the 
exuberance that parents of superheroes will instantly recognize, this charming title peeks into the 
superpowers our little helpers.

Superbat
by Matt Carr (Scholastic)
Waking up during the night among a row of bats just like him, Pat realized that he wants to be 
someone special, something more. Crafting a costume, complete with mask and cape, he reveals 
himself in the morning as ‘Superbat”! But his fellow bats quickly dismiss his ‘superpowers’ (his 
ability to fly, his keen hearing, his echolocation skills) as something they all have. As Pat’s self-
confidence begins to flag with the approach of evening, a cry for help becomes a call to action 
for a young bat who’s anything but ordinary. Celebrating the transformational power of courage, 
Superbat recognizes the real heart of heroism.

Kid Amazing vs. The Blob
by Josh Schneider (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Just an average kid doing schoolwork, Jimmy hears the alarm that calls for the extra special powers 
of Kid Amazing. Tasked by the commissioner (Mom) to solve the howling that rings through the house, 
Jimmy accepts the mission and suits up. Tracking the sound to its source, a suspicious odor joins the 
trail of clues. Armed with alert eyes and a keen nose, Kid Amazing finds a familiar foe and fixes the 
problem in one heroic move. Taking a delightful look through the eyes of the child superhero, Schnei-
der’s illustrations fill the household spaces with hidden lairs, secret weapons and imagined foes. With 
a nod to the kids who excel at helping, Kid Amazing vs The Blob celebrates children’s power to be 
heroic, every day.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 

Montgomery Ice Skaters 
Compete in Dallas

K Lynn Ice Skating Team from 
Montgomery traveled to Dallas, Texas, 
February 15-19 to participate in competi-
tion. The Ice Skating Institute now recog-
nized as Ice Sports Industry (ISI), Winter 
Classic Competition had 21 teams from 
nine states competing. K Lynn took the 
4th-place overall team trophy with only 16 
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by Gerry Paige Smith

Playspace for Kids: 
At Home and On The Go

As children begin to assert their independence in the toddler years, 

they often welcome a bit of dedicated playspace. Tents and 

structures that mimic living space, but scaled to child-size, offer 

kids their own room to retreat for naps and solo play, or to host 

friends in a clubhouse atmosphere. For parents, these playhouses are 

best when they can assemble and breakdown easily. With the 

versatility to move from kitchen to patio, from your house to 

Grandma’s, the following playspaces provide kids with easy and 

affordable homes within homes!

Playspace for Kids: 
At Home and On The Go

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Foldable Teepee
(Little Dove)

Perfect for staking a claim in the 
corner of a room or anchoring their own 
bit of real estate in the yard, this teepee 
style shelter from Little Dove creates a 
comfortable, nostalgic playspace. With 
an interior height of 59”, kids can take a 
stand or sit for reading, playing or nap-
ping. Right at home inside the house, 
the real pine wood poles add to the nat-
ural aesthetic of this teepee. The canvas covering features door 
ties and pockets on the inside for stowing favorite toys, beloved 
books and special treasures. Surprisingly lightweight, the Little 
Dove Foldable Teepee comes with a carrying case that makes it a 
sweet portable hideaway on beach trips, campouts and more. 

Easy Playhouse
(Easy Playhouse)

Maximum fun for the minimum in-
vestment, the Easy Playhouse is made 
in the U.S.A. from sturdy cardboard. 
Easily assembled from two pieces, the 
playhouse includes a working door 
and shutters, windows, cutout light-
ing features, and a mail slot. Adding 
to the attraction is the plain surface 
that encourages young homeowners 
to add their own signature style with paint, markers, stickers and 
more. Once the outside is covered with art, the Easy Playhouse is 
reversible and quickly reassembles with a new exterior ready for 
all new art themes. Ideal for kids to set up around various holidays, 
this house is ready for children to personalize as they decorate their 
playspace to suit the season!

Love Tree Kids 
Play Tent
(Love Tree)

Offering a recreational retreat 
both indoors and outside, the Love 
Tree Play Tent is a roomy refuge for 
kids. With windows for ventilation and 
viewing, plus doors that tie back, this 
tent combines an open welcome with 
just the right amount of seclusion for reading, playing, sleepovers 
and more. Sturdy fiberglass poles support the covering which 
is crafted from 100% cotton canvas. Measuring 59” x 59 ”x 39”, 
the Love Tree Play Tent is more spacious than many comparable 
playspaces with extra headroom for visiting adults. Soft, simple 
and easy to assemble this play tent is a top choice for kids making 
themselves a home within a home.

Wonderfold 
Playhouses
(Keter)

Forward-thinking design is 
the hallmark of this durable plastic 
playhouse that sets up in a snap. For 
parents who’ve endured the pleading 
to bring the backyard playhouse in-
side, the Keter Wonderfold Playhouse 
is the answer! This sturdy resin house is designed to fold out in 
under a minute and packs down flat with the same ease and speed 
(the roof is actually the hinged storage case!). Slid under a bed or 
against a closet wall, the Keter design allows parents to work some 
happy household magic as they produce a full-size playhouse in 
minutes. Waterproof, portable and lightweight, the Keter Wonderfold 
Playhouse is a versatile resource for children who like to carve out a 
dedicated play space within the home.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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